3B MEDICAL INC. APPOINTS TOM PONTZIUS, PRESIDENT
Winter Haven, FL – October 1, 2021 – 3B Medical Inc, an innovative manufacturer
and distributor of Sleep, Oxygen and Disinfection products is pleased to announce
the appointment of Tom Pontzius as President, 3B Medical, Inc. effective
immediately.
Tom has over 35 years of experience in healthcare manufacturing and distribution.
Tom most recently served as leader of Industry Affairs and Business Development
at Philips where he was employed for over 12 years in various leadership roles.
Throughout his career Tom has held various roles supporting various customers
from hospitals and skilled nursing facilities to home health care and home medical
equipment providers. Tom’s experience in sales, marketing, operations,
manufacturing, and distribution will be critical as 3B Medical Inc. continues to grow
and innovate in the healthcare and consumer health areas.
“Tom’s leadership, knowledge of the industry and strategic thinking will allow 3B
Medical to continue to grow and achieve its objectives.” said Alex Lucio, founder
of 3B Medical. “His patient and customer first approach align well with 3B Medical’s
mission. Adding valuable knowledge around the chronic diseases and treatment
along with his proven ability to build scale allows 3B Medical to continue to build
on its fast-growing businesses. We look forward to Tom’s leadership in continuing
to build a world-class organization.”
“3B Medical has been a leading company in the industry and continues to innovate
and offer solutions to meet the demands of patients and providers,” said Mr.
Pontzius.“ The proven products, the people at the company and the goals and
objectives of the company align with my experience and skills. I look forward to
building upon an already solid business with the executive leadership team and
the dedicated associates at 3B Medical.”
Tom may be reached via e-mail at tpontzius@3bproducts.com or by calling
863.226.6285
About 3B Medical
3B Medical, Inc. is committed to providing innovative medical and consumer
devices. Our goal is to provide the highest quality products that comply will all
regulatory requirements and meet or exceed the market expectations and needs
of our customers, employees, and investors. 3B Medical Inc., is a member of the
Inc. 5000 fastest growing companies in the U.S., is a leader in the development,
manufacturing, and distribution of medical products for the treatment of sleep
disordered breathing, oxygen therapy and disinfection. https://3bproducts.com
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